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Abstract
Skidder mobility during timber extraction is defined by: 1) basic dimensional features of the 
vehicle, 2) ability to overcome obstacles during movement, 3) traction performance and 4) 
environmental soundness. Traction performance depends on the ground conditions (soil bear-
ing capacity) and the total effect of all forces on the vehicle. In downhill skidding, the skidder 
is under great influence of parallel component of forces, adhesion weight and longitudinal 
terrain slope, which combined result in negative traction force, torque and thrust force. When 
the horizontal component of rope force is equal to zero i.e. the moment when the weight of the 
load and resistance to traction are in equilibrium, the slope angle α is a function of load mass 
distribution factor and skidding resistance factor. This is a »turning point« that can be defined 
as a critical slope because the load starts to push the vehicle downhill, which results in negative 
horizontal component of rope force. Depending on skidder Ecotrac 120V dimensional features, 
centre of gravity, load mass distribution factor, skidding resistance factor of previous research, 
five different loads were analyzed (1 to 5 tonnes) in order to define the critical slope angle for 
each of them. Critical slope for downhill skidding of 1 tonne timber is on longitudinal slope of 
–26%, for 2 tonne timber on –30%, 3 tonne timber on –34%, 4 timber on –38% and for 5 
tonne timber on –43% of terrain longitudinal slope. Even though skidding bigger load in-
creases vehicle mobility to even greater slope angles, the most important in downhill skidding, 
is to avoid blocking of the wheels, which will lead to a complete vehicle slippage and the 
driver must be constantly aware of that fact. The general recommendation should be that skid-
ding small loads (1 to 3 tonnes) downhill is suitable for smaller longitudinal terrain slopes 
(up to maximum –34%), while the heavier the load, the further down the slope the skidder can 
go. The load of 5 tonnes »anchors« the skidder better and therefore it can go on terrain slopes 
up to –43%, during which less traction force is used (torque is used for braking) and skidder 
pulls the load by its own weight. It can be concluded that extending the operating range of 
skidder onto steeper slopes with heavier loads has the potential to decrease harvesting costs 
and increase productivity.
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major	 forestry	 equipment	 manufacturers	 provide	
slope	and/or	operating	limits	for	their	purpose	built	
machinery.
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Fig. 1 Distribution of forces during timber skidding
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Table 1 Equations of some parameters of downhill and uphill timber skidding
Downhill	skidding Uphill	skidding
Adhesive	weight
 a cosG G Va= ⋅ +  (1)
Vertical	component	of	rope	force
 cosV k Q a= ⋅ ⋅  (2)
Horizontal	component	of	rope	force
 p(1 ) cos sinH Q k Qa m a= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅    (3)  p(1 ) cos sinH Q k Qa m a= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅    (4)
Front	axle	load
 t1
cos sinG a G h H d V c
G
L
a a⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅
=    (5)  t1
cos sinG a G h H d V c
G
L
a a⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅
=    (6)
Rear	axle	load
    t2
cos sin ( )G b G h H d V L c
G
L
a a⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ +
=     (7)       t2
cos sin ( )G b G h H d V L c
G
L
a a⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ +
=    (8)
Drawbar	pull
  a= − ⋅v a sinF H G     (9)   a= + ⋅v a sinF H G    (10)
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level,	 and	 Samset	 (1975)	 according	 to	Dahl	 (1973)	













































 ptg (1 )ka m= − ⋅   (14)




under	 a	wide	 range	of	 conditions	 (different	 loads,	
various	terrain	characteristics,	etc.).	This	way,	skidder	
optimisation	and	improvement	of	its	operational	pa-



















 0.62017 0.0476k Q= − ⋅  (15)
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4. Results and Discussion
Skidder	traction	performance	and	force	distribu-
tion	during	timber	extraction	depends	on	gained	forc-
Fig. 3 Slope and load influence on skidder adhesion weight and its distribution on both axles
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Fig. 4 Load and slope influence on horizontal and vertical components of rope force
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Throughout	 downhill	 skidding,	 the	 horizontal	
component	of	rope	force	decreases	with	the	increase	


















the	 vehicle	 (according	 to	 FAO	operating	hours	 for	
wheeled	skidder	 it	 is	between	8,000	and	12,000	de-
pending	on	operation	conditions).	 It	will	also	have	







































Fig. 5 Load and slope influence on traction force
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Timber	 (LTD)	 on	 Steep	 Slopes	 Supported	 by	 Skidders	
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